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Abstract
Objective: As feelings of alertness are reported to be highly
correlated with performance perception, the objective of this study
was to determine whether caffeine, a common countermeasure to
driver sleepiness, affected a sleepy driver's ability to monitor his or
her simulated driving performance. Methods: Twelve healthy
young adults (six males, six females) participated in three
counterbalanced, blinded, daytime conditions: control [9 h time
in bed (TIB)], 100 mg caffeine (4 h TIB), and placebo (4 h TIB).
Driving performance was measured through lane drift on a series of
30-min simulated driving sessions. Subjective sleepiness and
perception of driving performance were measured at 5-min
intervals during driving sessions via the Karolinska Sleepiness
Scale and a corresponding perception scale. Results: Sleep

restriction had a significant detrimental effect on driving
performance and subjective measures. Caffeine resulted in
significant improvements across all measures. Subjective measures
were found to be significantly correlated after sleep restriction and
prior to caffeine. Correlations between actual and perceived
performance were nonsignificant across all conditions. Conclusions: The strong correlation between subjective measures
supports the postulation that sleepiness is used as a cue for
performance prediction when sleep restricted. The relationship
between perceived and actual performance after fatigue countermeasures remains inconclusive. Further research, addressing
limitations, is needed.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
While the impact of sleep restriction and fatigue countermeasures on simulated driving has received much attention,
subjective monitoring of driving performance in these
conditions has been largely ignored. This may be an
important oversight as the ability to accurately self-monitor
performance may determine whether an individual engages
in risk-reducing behavior [1–3].
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Self-ratings can reliably indicate performance, especially if individuals have access to internal feedback, such
as feelings of sleepiness [1,4,5]. As subjective sleepiness
(SS) increases, concomitant changes occur in electroencephalograph (EEG) activity [6], suggesting that individuals
accurately judge neurophysiological sleepiness levels.
Increases in SS are also associated with significant
driving deficits [7–10]. This suggests that knowledge of
sleepiness may provide information to drivers on their
performance deficits.
Up to 78% of drivers report drinking caffeinated
beverages to alleviate sleepiness [11]. Caffeine suppresses
the drive for sleep by stimulating neurons involved in
arousal and inhibiting neurons involved in sleep [12–15].
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Caffeine consumption improves driving performance and
reduces sleepiness in sleep-restricted individuals [16];
however, previous research indicates that there may also
be a tendency to overestimate performance when sleepiness
is masked by stimulants [4]. Thus, drivers may underestimate impairment after ingesting caffeine and continue
driving when it is unsafe.
This study aimed to determine whether individuals can
accurately predict their driving performance (a) when sleep
restricted and (b) after feelings of sleepiness have been
alleviated by caffeine. It was hypothesized that predictions of
driving performance would be significantly more accurate
when sleep restricted than when sleepiness was alleviated
with caffeine.
Methods
This study was approved by the University of South
Australia Human Research Ethics Committee. In response to
posted advertisements, 15 university students volunteered to
participate, giving written consent. Prior to completion, two
participants withdrew due to time constraints and one
withdrew due to motion sickness caused by the driving
simulator. Twelve participants (six males, six females),
between 20 and 30 years of age (mean=23.8, S.D.=3.4),
completed all experimental conditions. All were nonsmokers, were mild to moderate coffee drinkers (1–3 cups/day),
were within normal BMI range, were regular drivers, were
not currently shift workers, did not report any current health
problems, and were screened for excessive sleepiness with
the Epworth Sleepiness Scale [17].
A 1-h practice session was given on the driving simulator
1 week prior to the study (Fig. 1). Driving trials were
counterbalanced to control for order effects. Thirty-minute
sessions were chosen to eliminate confounding effects of
boredom—known to produce feelings similar to sleepiness
when not sleep restricted [18]—in the control condition.
All sleep opportunities took place at home. Four hours of
sleep restriction was chosen as it has been shown to
significantly affect simulated driving [19]. Normal sleeping
patterns and adherence to the sleep protocol were monitored
through wrist actigraphy and telephone checks. Participants
were asked to abstain from alcohol and caffeinated products
from 2200 h the night before each trial.
For each trial, participants arrived at the laboratory at
1300 h. A standardized set of test instructions was then
given, instructing participants to attempt to maintain a stable

road position, follow posted speed limits, and respond
verbally to a tone to indicate their level of sleepiness and
perceived driving performance. Two subjective scales (see
below), placed on either side of the computer screen, were
rated consecutively at 5-min intervals during simulated
driving. Responses were recorded manually by researchers
via CCTV monitoring. Two 30-min simulated drives
commenced at 1400 and 1500 h, respectively, coinciding
with the daytime circadian nadir in alertness.
Caffeine (100 mg) and placebo (lactose) capsules
(identical in size, color, and taste) were administered—
blind and counterbalanced—at the beginning of the appropriate break period (30 min). A 100-mg caffeine dose was
chosen as (a) previous blinded laboratory studies have shown
this to be the minimum amount for perception of
physiological effects [12,20] and (b) this dose approximately
equates to one cup of espresso coffee (85 mg), the quantity
most likely to be consumed during on-road driving.
Consumed in this way, caffeine reaches peak plasma
concentrations after approximately 30 min [21] with a 4-h
half-life [22], suggesting that effects should be maximal
throughout the 30-min drive. In the control condition, no
capsule was given. During the 30 min between drives,
participants were allowed to read or watch TV but did not
nap or leave the laboratory.
Outcome measures
Actigraphy
Sleep/wake cycles were assessed using activity monitors
(Actiware-Sleep, Mini Mitter Co., Inc., 2000). Average sleep
time was 8 h 31 min (±1 h 21 min) for the 5 days prior
to testing, 8 h 4 min (±1 h 9 min) for control, 3 h 47 min
(±16 min) for caffeine, and 3 h 52 min (±42 min) for
placebo conditions.
Driving simulator performance
Driving performance was measured using the York
Driving Simulation (YDS) software (DriveSim 3.00, York
Computer Technologies, Kingston, Ontario, Canada), sensitive to sleep deprivation and countermeasure conditions
[23,24]. As the most sensitive to mild sleep restriction
[19,25], lane drift was chosen as the performance outcome
measure. YDS lane position is denoted as a percentage (0%—
vehicle is off the road to the right, 100%—vehicle is off the
road to the left). Australians drive on the left-hand side; thus,
lane drift, defined as a deviation N85%, indicated a crossing

Fig. 1. Experimental protocol. Counterbalanced trials were separated by a minimum of 5 days. Each hour drive was broken by a 30-min period where caffeine,
placebo (blinded), or enough rest was given.
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of the white markings on the left-hand side of the road. Left
lane drift (LLD) incidents were logged in 1-s intervals.
Driving data were collapsed into 5-min bins for correlational
analysis and 30-min bins for analysis of variance (ANOVA)
using custom software.
Subjective scales
SS was measured using the Karolinska Sleepiness Scale
(KSS) [26]. This scale has been validated with EEGmeasured changes in objective sleepiness [27] and contains 9
points with the following anchors: 1=extremely alert and
9=very sleepy, great effort to keep awake, fighting sleep.
The Perception of Driving Performance (PDP) Scale was
developed by the authors. The PDP Scale requires
participants to rate their ability to maintain a stable road
position in the following 5 min using a 9-point scale with the
following anchors: A=excellent and I=terrible. Letters were
chosen so as not to be confused with the numerical scaling of
the KSS. All ratings on the PDP Scale were transformed
from letters to numbers (A=1 through I=9) for analysis.
Results
Driving performance, SS, and PDP
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA revealed significant difference in LLD, KSS, and PDP Scale across
conditions and after treatment (Table 1).
Fig. 2 shows results for planned mean comparisons.
Significant differences were found in all measures after
sleep restriction as compared to control. There was also
a significant treatment effect with caffeine resulting in a
significant decrease in LLD, KSS, and PDP Scale.
Significant differences were found in KSS and PDP
Scale, but not LLD, after placebo.
Correlation between subjective measures and actual
performance
Time-series correlations between KSS and PDP Scale
were highest at time lag zero across all conditions. Mean
r values are displayed in Table 2. Significant correlations
between KSS and PDP Scale were found in the sleeprestricted conditions, before treatment. After treatment,
only the placebo condition showed significant correlations
between the subjective scales.
Table 1
Repeated measures ANOVA results for left lane drift (LLD), SS (KSS), and
PDP (PDP Scale)
Condition

Treatment

Fig. 2. Repeated measures ANOVA shows a main effect of sleep restriction
(black bars) and a main effect of treatment (white bars). Planned mean
comparisons show the following: (A) LLD significantly increases after sleep
restriction in both the caffeine and placebo conditions (^P b.05), as compared
to control. LLD shows significant reductions after caffeine but not after
placebo (*P b.05). (B) SS (KSS) significantly increases after sleep restriction
in both the caffeine and placebo conditions (^^^P b.0001), as compared to
control. Both caffeine (**P b.001) and placebo (*P b.05) produce significant
decreases in SS during the second 30-min drive. (C) Participants perceived
their driving as significantly worse after sleep restriction in both caffeine
(^P b.05) and placebo (^^P b.001), as compared to control. Driving was
perceived as significantly better after both caffeine and placebo (*P b.05).

Time-series correlations revealed no significant correlations between PDP Scale and LLD. Mean r values are
displayed in Table 2.
Discussion

Measure

F(2,22)

P

F(1,11)

P

LLD
KSS
PDP Scale

4.56
21.95
10.38

b .05
b .0001
.001

6.38
8.96
10.53

b .05
b .05
b .05

Sleep restriction significantly decreased simulated (LLD)
and perceived (PDP) driving performance and increased SS.
Caffeine had a beneficial effect on all measures. Surprisingly,
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Table 2
Time-series correlations between SS (KSS) and PDP (PDP Scale) and between left lane drifting incidents (LLD) and PDP
SS and PDP

LLD and PDP

Pretreatment
Condition
Control
Caffeine
Placebo

r

Posttreatment
P

a

.47
.76 a
.85 a

NS
b .05
b .01

r

Pretreatment
P

a

.51
.56 a
.83 a

r

NS
NS
b .01

Posttreatment
P

a

.29
.56 a
.46 a

NS
NS
NS

r

P
a

.2
.11 a
.13 b

NS
NS
NS

Time-series correlation coefficients were calculated for each participant at −3 to +3 time lag periods. Each time lag period represented 10 min. Skewed r value
distributions were controlled using Fisher's r–z transformations. NS=nonsignificant.
a
b

Time lag zero.
Time lag 1 (+10 min).

SS decreased after placebo, possibly due to placebo or break
effects [1,16]. No significant differences were found in LLD
or SS between caffeine and control, suggesting that caffeine
returned driving performance and SS to baseline levels.
Interestingly, participants perceived their driving as worse
than normal after caffeine. As caffeine is normally taken in
drinks, participants may not have had a relevant self-schema
for caffeine in a capsule, discounting its enhancing properties. Prior indication of participants' attitudes toward caffeine
in this form would benefit future studies. As expected,
driving was perceived as significantly worse than control
after placebo.
Correlations between subjective measures were significant in the sleep restriction and placebo conditions. Indeed,
PDP closely tracked levels of sleepiness when sleep
restricted, consistent with the suggestion that SS mediates
self-assessment of performance [1]. However, correlations
between SS and PDP were not significant following caffeine.
Correlations between subjective measures also failed to
reach significance in the control condition. This implies that
when sleepiness is not at the fore, perception of performance
is assessed through alternate means [28].
Contrary to previous metacognitive studies [1,5], the
nonsignificant correlations between LLD and PDP across all
conditions, before and after treatment, suggest that participants were unable to accurately predict their driving
performance, regardless of sleepiness. It is possible that
sleepiness alone may not be sufficient for full acknowledgement of performance deficits [29]; however, study
limitations must be acknowledged here. Firstly, despite
validation [30,31], simulator studies lack realism, which may
reduce prediction accuracy [18]. Additionally, data from 3 of
the 12 participants were either corrupted or outlying and
consequently transformed [32]. Larger subject numbers
would strengthen further research. Also, the requirement to
rate SS and PDP at the sound of a tone may have had an
alerting effect. The addition of EEG recordings to validate
SS and the PDP would enhance future studies.
Nonetheless, results demonstrate that when sleepiness can
be accurately assessed, it is a likely cue for predicting
performance. As most driver sleepiness campaigns promote
caffeine to increase alertness and as perception of perfor-

mance is often the catalyst for adopting risk-reducing
behaviors, further research in this area is vitally important.
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